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Introduction 
In this lecture, I wish t I evaluation in general, indicating 

its usefulness for progrc provement, and to describe the 
process through which evaluation goes. Further, I wish to 
focus on the concept of educational evaluation, selecting examples in 
different areas of education, including my own humble contributions, 
and to appraise, in a general but critical way, some educational 
programmes in Nigeria. 

Thq objectives.identifird appear to be a one-way set, limited to me 
alone and to what I wish to accomplish. In the proper setting, some 
objectives ought to have been identified for the audience as a group, 
but I hope I crn be pal-doned this time, considering the special 
nature of this Iseture. 11 is hoped, however, that you will listen 
critically and ex:hangc views with ichievement or 
otherwise of the ctated ob!ectivcs. 

me later on the : 

Concept of Eval~~ation 
In plain tcrn~s, evalur~tion is thc appraisal of the process and 

outcome of any activity in relation to the objectives mapped out for 
it. It occurs (or should occur) in every human activity - tackling a 
problem, personal expcnditure, travelling, trading, making a 
purchase, teaching and learning, constructing a building and many 
ather activities. I t  is simply that stage at which one pauses to ask 
whether a particular activity sounds or looks right, or whether it is 
achieving what i t  is supposed to achieve. For instance, in teaching 
and learning, the teacher may wish to ask in which direction his 

.teaching approa.:h is arfecting the achievement of his objectives and 
he may know tl,is, in part, through some test or observation. The 
results, hopefully, will lead to necessary modifications. Thus, 
evaluation consists of an occasional check on what is being done or 
achievcd in the light of thc purposes or plans, a re-planning of 
implementation strategics, and a modification of purposes as 
considered ncccssary (Olntunji, 1983). 

The analogy was at one lime given of many known women petty 
traders who sat by lhcir wares and trays day in day out, not taking 

Printed by stock, and who. furthcr engaged in expenses befitting their 'class'. 
Obafemi ~wo lowo  University Press Limited, ne-lfe, Nigeria. The result was, the sizcs of thc trays or counters kept shrinking until 

there was nothing lefi and application had to be made to thcir 
husbands for new capital (Olatunji, 1974, p. 96). To use the analogy 



in education or any human activity for that thcrc will be 
aimless wandering, a false appcarancc of well-being and 
unexplainable failure, to cap it all (Olatunii ,074). Big trading 
businesses seem to know better : known to close 
shop occasionally for stock-taking. 

. I - .  -" 
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Educational Evaluation 
When the ierm 'educational evaluation' is mentioned, the minds 

of many people turn to the design and administration of tests to 
students, the award of grades and the diffcrent types of statistics to 
show percentages, ranking, and correlations. While these activities, 
combined and known as tests and measurement, fall within 
educational evaluation, they form only an aspcct of it. Broadly, 
educational evaluation covers those activities geared to finding out 
how close the implementation and outcome of a particular 
educational undertaking are to the expected or planned. This 
judgement may be in respect of staff performance, student 
performance, changes in the attitudes and interests of pupils, a new 
course of studies, the school plant, or an entire curriculum. It can 
even bc of a special programme such as the Universal Primary Educa- 
tion Scheme (UPE) or of any of the recent innovations in Nigerian 
education. 

The purposes to be served by cducatiohl evaluation (as well as 
other types of evaluation) are secn i n  thc carcful rc-examination of 
practices, consideration of alternati~ics, and general improvement, 
including changes in policy. According to Cronbach and others, 
evaluation can change the system (Ixe J. Cronbach Sr Associates, 
1980). For inztance, in education, thcre ought to be improvcnicnt in 
the teacher's methods, in studen Icartlin:, and in reporting. 
Consequently, the teacher, thc school, psrcnts, administrators, the 
community and the pupils thcmsclvcs have thc bases for noting and 
making changes. Further, the administrator (school principal or 
ministry official) is aided in decisions involving costs, plans, 
personnel, learning programme and such othcr decisions. 

Process of Evaluation 
There can be no evaluation without objcctivcs as i t  is against the 

objectives that activities and outcomcs arc evaluated. The first step, 

therefore, in any evaluation is the setting of objectives, based on 
needs, an overused term in education which can simply be explained 
as the ideal minus the observed. Based c jectives, plans or 
stratqies are conceived towards their achi The next logical 
step is the it~tpletnartation of the plans or s comprising such 
sub-steps as clarification of plans, locating ot resources (human and 
material), designating of responsibilities, and supervising. It is only 
then that e~~al~latiotr can take place. And the result of the evaluation 
exercise is the re-examination and modification .of obiectives which 
in tu ans or stratagies, impleme ~f those 
plans id so it goes on and on. 
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For instance, at t,he initial setting of objectives, the evaluation 
questions to be raised are: HOW relevant are the set in 
relation to the society? HOW feasible are the HOW 
comprehensive are they? Can they be easily evaluated or are they 
rather general or vague? 

An additional slant suggested by Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus 
(1971, p. 261) is ". . . that of collecting and analysing evidence ofthe 
extent to which various groups value - see worth in - stated 
objectives." That, certainly, will take considerable time and will 
require highly literate groups. 

At the planning stage, the evaluation questions to be satisfied are: 
Have all possible alternatives of plans, strategies, or methods been 
considered? Which one is the most likely to achieve the stated 
objectives? Is a single plan or strategy sufficient for achieving 
particular objectives or will a combination of plans prove more 
effective? 

At the irt~plententation stage, the points to watch out for are in 
relation to the progress or delays in carrying out plans and the 
reasons for the pace. Once these arc known, they serve as signals for 
modifications in the implementation. For instance, if it is discovered 
that these are not enough personnel or that those available are not 
the right type, something ought to be done. Or, if it is discovered that 
the available funds are not sufficient, the numbers, say of schools or 
learning programmes, may be reduced. This stage thus benefits from 
the Programme Evaluation Review Technique (PERT). 

In addition, at this stage, it is essential to pay attention to the 
understanding of responsibilities by personnel involved and hence 
their acceptance and commitment. Do they understand what they are 
expected to carry out? A currcnt ex?mple is the continuous 
assessnient of learning on every level of the Nigerian educational -.- 

system. Certainly, an ibservatio. of difficulties should lead to some 
definite action such as local workshops on continuous assessment in 
action or intensified supervision of teachers of al! grades in this 
regard. 

The implementation stage is clearly a very important stage, as 
beautiful plans are either successfully carried out or marred at this 
stage. Take for instance beautiful curriculum plans laboriously laid 
out at the Federal Ministry of Education level, aided by inputs from 
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experts in its various arms and divisions on primary, secondary, 
teacher-training, technical education and so on. There are also 
in-puts from such agencies as the Joint Consultative Committee on 
Education and its various Reference Committees, .as well as the 
Nigeria 3nal Research and Development Council recently 
re-cons1 handle the development of curricula, syllabi and 
learning pacnagcs. An indifferent or lazy administrator will not lead 
in the further breakdown of objectives, or in a meaningful selection 
of learning objectives, afraid to depart from the WAEC syllabus 
which incidentally, is an examination syllabus. or even in the 
supervision of teaching, learning, and metho xsment. In the 
same way, a lazy teacher will not bother him setting specific 
objectives, or with creative vlannine and teacnmg, or with meaningful 
assessm arning. 'I hing and learning become mere 
routines e objecd 3t the higher levels ldrgely go 
unpursu 

At tl lion stage, the mi I are critically 
examine such questions a e appropriate 
approac ssessing particular nstance, in the 
evaluation VI learning, which of these slngly or In judicious blends, 
are appropriate in particular contexts - oral tests, written tests, 
individual assignments, group projects, performance, role-taking, 
application, and so on? Are designed tests valid, that is, in keeping 
with stated objectives as well as with the contents of learning that 
ought to have transpired during the learning stage? 

The second type of process, that is, the expanded process of 
scribed, is appropriately known as fon?za!ive in that 
snd durirzg a chosen focus, and aims at the 
plans and implementation, occurrinp during 
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Educatiol 
A r  witn evaluation In any spnerc UI CILLIVI~Y, educational 

I n can be engaged in either by the insider or the outsider. In 
er group are teachers at all levels, school principals, 

plartrlr;la, curriculum developers and other specialists in the 
Ministries of Education. The outsider group consists mainly of 
specialists in evaluation who are called in as consultants to evaluate 
performance, curricula, special projects and programmes, and 
sometimes an entire system. It is important to !less 
of the group to which an evaluator. belongs. the 
process of evaluation just described, the v: the 

' operation. For instance, in the setting of objectives, the 
itiates, or leads in tne initiation of, the objectives. As for the 
he srudies the objectives submitted to him. At the planning 

stage, the insider actively works ou: plans and strategres; as for the 
outsider, a critical look at such plans during evaluation. At 
the imple n stage, the insider keeps a constant check on the 
on-going ~ ~ L I V I L I C J ,  and the outsider, again with a broader view, 
studies the reports submittc ke I n  the whole, 
while the focus of the insid 01 ~n ,  that of the 
outsider may be largely s~lmmaove, marcnlng rcsulls against stated 
objectives and checking for general effectiveness which may lead him 
to re- examine objectives, plans and implemEntation. It is important 
to note, however, that both the irt.rider and the olrtsider have vital 
roles to play in educational evaluation and cons the 
improvement of the system. Right now, the professior ;tors 
may not have made a distinct class in Nigeria probab ie of 
their small number but they are beginning to appear, having been 
trained abroad and in Nigeria notably at the International Centre for 
Educational Evaluation which is attached to the Institute of 

vations. ( 
evaluatia 
. 1.- . 

Education, University of Ibadan. 

Examples of Efforts in Educational Evaluation in Nigeri: 
Further to the description of the process of evalua ew 

examples will now be given of its application in actual nal 
situations such as instructional evaluation, personnel evaluation and 
P' 3 evaluation. 

Znshtctional Evah~ation 
Instructional evaluation is a very vital element of teaching and 

learning, regardless of the level of education, from pre-primary to 
tertiary. This is widely accepted but from the way teachers go about 
it, they appear to be so limited probably because they simply do not 
know how to go about it; or they know very little; or perhaps because 
they are unwilling to spend some extra time and effort to do it 
properly. But teachers, at all levels of education, need to be 
reminded that without evaluation, it is impossible to know whether 
objectives have been achieved or not, or whether teaching 
approaches and materials need to be modified. Besides, further 
learning and teaching needs cannot be determined. The result, 
therefore, will be routine teaching and learning which is nothing but 
trusting to luck that learning will take place and that the learners will 
eventually make it. It should be emphasised that, without evaluation, 
no improvement in teaching and learning can take place. 

Our example of the evaluation of learning is of the tertiary level, 
specifically of this University (Olatunji, 1974). Against a model for 
instructional evaluation consisting of such dove-tailing stages as: 
determining presmt learning status, specification of learning 
objectives, prescription and guidance of learning activities, and 
evaluation of learning outcomes, Olatunji closely examined practices 
at the University of Ife (Now Obafemi Awolowo University). Out of 
the 37 course outlines examined, only seven bothered to state 
objectives, and all the seven featured knowledge objectives, two 
included comprehension objectives, five indicated analysis 
objectives, one stated evaluation objectives and four included 
application objectives. Of the lot, only one gave any thought to the 
interest and attitude area. Therefore, there can be no mistaking the 
pre- occupation of university teachers with knowledge or facts, with 



second place given to abilities and skills (still in the cognitive 
domain). 

Perhaps a brief pause should be taken here to explain that 
hierarchies of objectivcs have been ideptified for the cognitive and 
affective domains of learning by Bloom, Krathwohl, Masia, and their 
associates, and that others, including my humble have done 
further work on the taxonomies, the psycho-motor domain inclusive. 
For the cognitive domain which includes objectives dealing with 
recall or recognition of knowledge and the development of 
intellectual abilities and skills (Bloom, 1968), the hierarchy of 
objectives identified leads progressively from knowledge to 
compreltertsiort to applicafiorr, to arzalysis, to synthesis, to evaluation, 
each higher step reflecting a more difficult task. 

In light of the Nigerian situation, Olatunji (197 ]me up 
with a modified hierarchy in the cognitive domain as Fig. 3. 

Comprchcnsion r- 

Application r 

Knowledge 

Fig. 3: Hierarchy of Objectives in the Cognitive Domain (Adapted 
from Bloom, et al). 
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The rationale for pl :ry top is that it 
appears to be the nec~ssd~y ~ulminating ..I the process of 
learning, utilising knowledge, , nsion, analysis and eva- 
luation as aids. The most inip jestion, to mc should be: 
What can the learner do with wnar ne Knows, in given situations? 

And this is what Nigeria requires; otherwise, nothing concrete issues 
from the learning undertaken in thc various school subjects. 

According to Bloom and others, the affective domain includes 
those objectives which dcscribe changes in interest, attitudes, and 
values, and the development of appreciations and adequate 
adjustment (Bloom, 1968). And for this domain, Krathwohl and 
others have identified the following hierarchy, beginning with 
receivirlg and leading progressively through resportdirtg, valuirtg, 
organisation, and chaructcrisation, the stage at wliich a person IS 

clearly known for what hc holds and practises (Krathwohl, 1968). I 
have made only a slight modification in tkis hierarchy. Specifically, 
awarertcss is considered a better explanation than receivitzg, at the 
very foot of thc laddcr (Fig. 4). 
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Beyond explaining the p b y ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ o t o r  domain as tne learning 
dolllain wliich includes objectivcs cmphasising "some muscular or 
motor skill, some manipulation of material and objects, or some act 
which requires a ncuro-muscular co-ordination," (Krathwohl, 1968) 
the authors did not providc a hierarchy of obj i they did for 
the cognitive and affective domains. One jven by the 
committee that workcd on thc taxonomy of cuuca~ronal objectives 



was that only very few of such objectives were found in the literature 
and .  that when found, they were most frequently related to 
hand-writing, speech, physical education, trade, and technical . 
courses, (Krathwohl, 1968). In addition, the committee did 
there was a pressing need for a classification even tho 
recognised the existence of the domain. 

The 'suggested classification for this domain is thererore an 
original contribution by Olatunji (1934), an effort to fill a needed 
gap. It is especially attention-worthy in Nigeria and other African 
countries where the urgent needs are for technology, rural 
development and modernisation (Fig. 5). 
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F~R. 5: Hierarchy of Objectives in the Psychemotor Domain (01 atunji). 

Thisiclassification has been criticised by colleagues (for instance, 
Whittle), but I think that, after a criticaireview of the explanations, I 
want to stick to it. 

Penonner cvahiatiotr 
Personnel evaluation relates to the continuous appraisal of staff 

performance in relation to set goals and is in turn an aspect of the 
personnel programme of an educational system, the other aspects 
being attracting and recruiting needed staff; the selection process; 
the compensation structure; opportunities for staff growth; and the 

programme of supervision (Castetter, 1%6, pp. 279-280). 
Personnel evaluation assists the administrator to take decisions on 

placement, retention, improvement of performance, transfer, 
promotion, salary and dismissal. Of these decision areas, promotion 
will be brought up for special mention not because the others are less 
important, but because it may be the most visible of the activities. 
Promotion in most State educational systems in Nigeria is based on a 
seniority list, that is, on the number of years of teaching accumulated 
by the teacher. My experience as a part-time member on the Oyo 
State Central Schools Board (1976-79) bears witness to this 
observation. Much as this is an easy way out for decisions on 
promotion, it ought to be borne in mind that the job performance is 
even more important, and that is why some State Civil Service units 
have devised elaborate evaluation formats; unfortunately, these are 
not being used for the major decisions earlier on listed. Simple 
evaluation formats can be designed for use by Schools 
Boards~Teaching Service Commissions in making judgements about 
teachers in their service. Such formats will focus on the procedures 
employed by the teacher towards identified objectives, teaching 
enhancing factors such as teacher's background, personality, 
knowledge level, social standing, and teacher's professional growth 
(Gage, 1971, p. 117; Lipham and Hoeh, 1974, p. 260). 

In addition, assessment by peers and self-rating are possible 
techniques towards personnel evaluation. Student-rating, that is, on 
the pre-university levels, requires closer study and experimentation 
before adoption. In order to discover how wc ling, 
the principal has to devote more attention : in 
school administration, which is, the adminis 1001 
programn ning curriculum development, provision of 
materials hing and learning, supervision and instructional 
evaluatio~ ji, 1984, 1984). It is in these ways that staff can be 
helped to lrrlpruve and by which educational objectives can be 
achieved. 

The evaluation of teacher effectiveness is a part I ider 
programme of personnel evaluation. Towards this, in a presenration 
at the Workshop organised by the Test Development and Research 
OfficeWest African Examinations Council (TEDROWAEC) in 
1983, I identified proxirtrate, itrfennediafe, and ultimate range 
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objectives for the school setting and how they relate to the eyaluation 
of teacher effectiveness. For instance, the proximate if 
well-stated in behavioural terms, are the most direct for zvaluating 
teacher effectiveness. On the intermediate range, more factors that 
cannot be easily ruled out emerge. These include, notably, the effects 
of other teachers from one learning level to another, the time 
dimension which is also linked with the influence of other teachers, 
and changes in the maturity level of the learner. 

: Proxima 
Range 

2 = Interme 
Range 

: Ultimatl 
Range 

Fig. 6: Relationship Among Ranges of Objectives and .4 i~essrricnt. 

It becomes even more difficult. on the ultimate racge, to assess 
the effectiveness of any one teacher. It is useful to note, however, that 
there is a cumulative effect from one range t~ the other, each lower 
range contributing to the next higher one. (In Figure 6, there IS an 
attempt to show how the proximate range objectives and their 
assessment contribute to the intvmediate, and how the two combine 
to influence the ultimate). 

I also advocated strongly the adoption of a contract plan which 
consists of a list of objectives drawn up by the principal or any such 
functionary, representing the first party, the acceptance of the terms 
by the teacher of the second party, the provision of the infrastructure 
and materials by the first party, and the agreement on the period for 
evaluating the outcome and the evidences required by both parties. 
The teacher, adopting a variety of methods, teaches, and influences 
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students towards the agrccd objectivc:~, generating his own specific 
objectives from those indicated in the pact, for this purpose. He also 
assesses 1 ' Is from tirne to time, and, at the agreed 
time, the ntained ill the contract, is carried out 
(Olatunji, : to push i he idea as it is more likely to 
bring a b u t  rllcanlngrul generatin!; of objectives, meaningful 
planning, focused teaching and leaning activities, and concrete 
evaluation of teacher effectiveness thaq the current situation which is 
rather fluid. In addition, it is expect,:d that the teacher will work 
harder towards the achievemcni of the objectives as the results, 

? especially through the years, have implications for his over-all 
evaluation as an employee. 

a ,  .) At the university level, considerable effort is being exerted 
iowards clarifying the criteria of teaching, publication and service 
and the elements that go into each criterion as well as the relative 

q.5\3z; . . weighting to be apportioned to each criterion. It should be no 
- 

-. ' 
surprise, therefore, that higher educational institutions repose the 

2:; greatest confidence in pt~hlicutiorls which may be regarded as near . - . . , , objective, the criterion of teaching making a hazy second and the > :-. , .. 
- , .  , , _ . service criterion a by-the- way third. Therefore, on this level, there is 

still need to re-examine the criterion of teaching vis-a-vis publications 
ant1 perhaps to give it the pride of place. 

The criterion of publications is very important because it is 
through it  that existing knowledge is re-examined, re-presented, and 
disseminated. In the same way, one would like to suggest that the 
criterion of teaching is equally import Jse it justifies and aids 
thc existence of universities, and is a ( leans of re-examining, 
re-presenting, and disseminating kni The fuzzy areas are 

1 1 sess teaching efficiency (that is, the process) and teaching 
c css (which is the outcome), and these, in turn have not 
t nd easy because of difficulties with criterion setting. 
huwevcr, all is not lost as experimentation brings its own reward. 
For instance, in relation to staff ev;il~!ation in the University, in 
addition to the convnitree appraisal method which is in force in the 
universities, independent appraisal. rrrultiple ratings and checklists, 
rating by students, and referc itical incidents can be explored 
(Olalunji, 1982). More timc ort will be required to use a 
combinalion of these methods, UUL Lnc effort will be worth it. 
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Programme Evaluation 
Programme evaltation refers to the appraisal of new or existing 

programmes in education. In relation to the general purposes of 
evaluation earlier on given, programme evaluation has the specific 
objectives of aiding decisions on the need toedevelop a programme 
(needs assessment), on how best to develop a programme (formative 
evaluation), and whether to modify or con! 
programme (summative evaluation) (Ball, 1979, p . ~  

Some of thc ~d~lcational programmes that ma; 
the Free Primary Education Scheme of the old Western Region, the 
defunct Modern School system, the on-going National Free Primary 
Education Schcrnes instituted in 1976,thc short-lived Free Secondary 
Educati~n Scheme of the UPN States during the Second Republic 
(1979-83), the 6-3-3-4 structure of education advocated in the New 
National Policy on Education and some on-going innovations 
including the Yoruba Six-Year Primary Project of the Institute of 
Education. Obafemi Awolowo University, Nomadic Educa 
the Education of the Gifted. evaluation of the curric 
different areas (such as the traditional, modern and curr~1111y 111s; 

compromise mathematics), also falls within programme evaluation. 
Within the time at our disposal, it is possible only to highlight 

briefly some of my efforts in programme evaluation and programme 
improvement and my evaluation of the Yoruba Six-Year Primary 
Project, the Junior Secondary Education portion of the 6-3-3-4 
structure of education, Nomadic Education, and the Education of 
the Gifted. 

Some Efforts 
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Depanrnerltal Prograntn~es: It will be recalled that the p~ 
programme evaluation is cyclic, and thz,  for formative ev 

I 
evejl identified stage requires evaluation. This is the area wllrbl, 

my contributions in programm tion lie. ance, as 
pioneer Acting Head of t artment lcational 
Administration and Planning of :rsity of Lc; {~uuw Obaferni 
Awolowo University), I had the opportunity to lead colleagues in 
identifying long-term and short-term objectives for the new 
Department, in thinking up strategies including identification of lines 

of emphasis or specialisation, in planning courses for the different 
lines and in the writing of course descriptions. We certainly raised 
questions and only items that passed our rigorous testing remained. 
Even then, we have had to make some modifications in course 
contents such as in the course on the Nigerian ~ducational System; 
the changes have been tremendous! 
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Te hen, as Teaching- co-ordinator for 
four opportunity to pl ise, and operate a 
novel IUG* - that of the Long-Vacation Secondary School suggested 
by Profcs\or A.B. Fafunwa. As a post- teaching evaluation 
meetings, there have bcen a of modifications in our 
strategies. The novel idea of the ~o11g- v'acation Secondary School 
came up because, in the 1972-73 session, the : 11 
calendar Iyecame one with that of the universities : n 

was created for us in the fulfillment of the [: 

requirement. A study on the assessment of the Long-Vacation 
School experience showed that the objectives of the programme, 
from the view-points of parents, student-teachers, pupils, and 
administrators rgely achieved. It was also in the course of 
Teaching-Prac xdination that I had the further opportunity 
of leading in 11 cation of our cvaluation instrument. Who says 
evaluation is nu( uulqurtol?S if  we permit it? 

Teaching practice ( tion further led to two e\ 
studies covering the fc of students-teachers from 

" ~ S I I ~  wrur Having ohserved that me s~uucnts came into the Univ, 
varying levels of exposure to education as a discipline and that therc 
were variations in their student-teaching pcrfcxnances, the first one 
sought to know whether there was any relationship between the 

unt of students' previous exposure to education and their 
xmances on teaching-practice (Olatunji, 1976). From the 
rent analyses adopted which yielded different co- efficients of 

index of expasurc for each year and r grand co- efficient squared (r'j 
of 6% for all the sets, a positive relations 'IS was ound but tl-' 
considered low. In plain terms, ever thc correlation 
co-efficient (0.75) was significant a t  13 L r s v L l ,  alrJ thc  over-& t - 
value was f o h d  to be 5.00, prcvious exposure could account for only 
6% of [he variations in thc pcrforrndnce scores in teaching practice. 
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The message seems to be that other factors besides previous 
exposure to education as a discipline may have to bc sought. 

Consequently, the second evaluation study was a follow-up on the 
first, as sources for the variations were sought in such variables as 
training, previous experience, age, sex and marital status (Olatunji, 
1976). Sex, age, marital status and expcriencc were found to be 
significantly related to teaching practice performance (-0.108, 0.156, 
0.193, and 0.137 respectively). One main implication for practice 
seems to point to the 23-37 ye2r range as auspicious for the selection 
of students into education, that is, teacher be taken 
in while they are either too young or rath e. Other 
implications relate to experience which ca through 
more student-teaching. greater orientallon to pracrtce in the 
meth icfermcnt of certification as teachers 
(not that it docs not come automatically 
with gl d U U d l l U  
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Outside the Universit;r': In another directiorl. 

~inar for 
;chool pri 

State crc 
3ut we ha 

Lll-Nigeri: 

wc util 

dcci by opportunities for influcncinp and ch:ingc affor vacatlon . 
courses, week-end courses, sc minars and workshops. During these 
programmes, 1 was privilcgcd to strcss thc dcrivation of objectives, 
the planning and development of school programmes, and evaluation 
in the areas of instruction and personnel administration. Recently, I 
stumbled on some of my not1:s from such scssions and I was very 
much satisficd with thc app~oachcs. Part of our strategy in the 
Faculty for influencing change positively has been to move to the 
locations for week-end cours-s that may last for as long as three 
months as in the case of our Glrriculum Teach-In for the Ondo State 
Ministry of Education (Februs ry-April, 1978). For that project, I had 
the privilege of serving as c.hief orgaruser and co-ordinator. The 
periods were shorter for our week-end codrses in Abeokuta and Oyo 
South, but then the scope was delimited to "Teaching and Learninq 
by Objectives," (1 975-76). 

From reports, the annual Sen School F I 
highly successful, and secondary 5 lncipals ~ O ~ J K G U  lonvara to 
it each year. Unfortunately, wlh the latest ation in 1976, we 
have nln into problems of 01:anisation. E ~ve not given up, 
and from our latest contact: with thc A 3 Conference of 

'rincipals 
.-1.-J C _ _  
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Principals of Secondary Schools (ANCOPSS) in Ogun, Ondo and 
OYO States, they are quite ready to have it resuscitated. 

And ulty is in the process of designing part- time 
underg nes in Education, having noted emerging 
needs. 
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R my Evaluation of Some Current Programmes 
the time to examine, from the outsider's point of 

view, the goings-on in the Six-Year Primary Project of our Institute 
of Education, the Junior Secondary School portion of the 6-3-3-4 
structure of education in our National Policy on Education, Nomadic 
Education, and the Education of the GLfted. Somebody may ask: 
What is there to evaluate yet since the programmes are still in 
progress? I only need to remind sucn a person of formative 
evaluation and its potential to bring about improvement .- - during the 

;. Howevr $ve any detailed 
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The Sir-Year Prinlary Project (SYPY): '1 he Project can be held up 
as a model for change or innovation. Conceived in answer to an 
observed need 19 years ago by Professor Fafunwa and his team, the 
Project is essentially a scientific experiment which has brought in its 
wake the provision 3f new curricula, the writing of new texts, and 
preparation of staff. Groups of pupils in the experiment as we:! as 
variables have been gradually increased, and annual studies and tests 
notably by Ojerindt: and Cziko and currently by Ojerinde alone have 
been carried out to note effects. Talks have been held with State 
Governments that could utilise the concept of primary school 
learning in the mother-tongue, and the rationale that undergirds the 
Project has since been accepted by the Oyo State Government. Even 
then, the Project is still on an experimental basis in the 130 
proliferation schools selected throughout the 24 Local Government 
Areas of the State. As part-result of the on-going evaluation of the 
proliferation schools, it has been found that the experimental group 
is superior to the non-experimental group. The progress of the 
original Project children in post-primary and higher education is also 
being monitored. Therefore, from the thoroughness with which the 
SYPP, embarked upon in 1970, is being handled, the evidences are 



Ministry of Educal- : tests and scales available include: 
Interest Sc Secondary in Nigeria; Scholastic and 
Vocational anual; Self-other Motivation Scale for 
Academic ~LlrlGvr;lllbllL, ,,,Jents Attitude to School and Parental 
Expectation; Attitude to Academic Subject Scales; and Social 
Adjustment Guide. In my opinion, this is considerable progress, and 
the implications for use in guiding JSS students are self-evident. It is 
hoped that the tests and attitude, scales will come into general use as 
soon as teachers and c:ounsellors receive the proper orientation. 

What is on( possible decision on the JSS, considering the brief 
e' hcre are prospects for the . - Federal and 

8 only need to tackle the IS indicated 
tl iasis on the principles of int technology 
a :pect ng sonhisticated machinery fro111 Dulgalia; adopting 
tl lized services approach to cut down on the number of 
1; :s, w ~rkshcps and staff required; using local artisans and 
i a e n ~ r ~ l ~ ~ ~  a ew local workshops for adoption by the school; 
intensifying tea :her n programmes; and constant evaluation 
and monitoring by 1 nal Implementation Committee and the 
State and Loc: l T a s ~  I-JILCS. What is more, the evaluation reports 
need to be pub1 cised. 

One main re \son why Nigc JSS 

idea is that its philosophy ana uuJeL ive, 

r :, and related to s needs to be allo- 
v IW else can we co part, the ; of 
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livelihood, as an same goes for the 

long-term objecti self-sufficiency or 
self-reliance for the naoon. 

:ion. The 
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clear that the objectives identified for it are being achieved. ale for tt 
Aptitudc 
A "l.:o.,e" The Junior Secondary School (JSS): The intentions, objectives and 

strategies for !he Junior Secondary School are well-known and 
commendable. But, from an observation of actual implementation, 
this has lagged behind the intentions in terms of workshops, 
workshop equipment, and personnel to handle the pre-vocational 
subjects. There seemed to be a rush into implementation'in 1982183 
when ten States embarked upon it and eight more, plus rhe Federal 
Capital Territory, joined in the 1984/85 scssion, and the last two 
started implementing in the 1985 186 session ~t is - there are 
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roductor! 
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. The poi1 
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no evidences of any pilot schenics, whereas I ~ l d  have been of 
immense help in the spotting of tlroblems ~ L I U  a >&arch for solutions 
and possible modificatic c the full-blown implementation. 
'There is no doubt, then I ~ I :  low level of prcparcdness at 
implementation time (Adaralcgbc, 1987; Guardiurl Newspaper 
Team, 1985, 1986). Even now, the problems, including lack of funds, 
still persist. As enumerated hy an implcmcnrcr in a State Ministry of 
Education (with no actual figures attached), technical workshops, as 
at January 1989, were either inadequate or uncompleted; some 
technical equipment supplied were yet to be installcd; the numbers 
of technical staff aiid guidance counsellors were inadequate . and 
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were few vocational .instilutio& to take f less I 

nically inclined students. I t  can thus hc seen th, t ion to 
~blcms enumerated, the lack of actual data Icvels, 

rrarrrpr;rS evaluation and further planning. At least, ugurcs b~iowing 
the expected quantities in relation to staffing, workshops, finance, 
and other facilities would have scrvcd as goals to be reached, having 
compared against those figures the actual quantities available. 

But, among the achievemcnts, accordiq to gencral reports. can 
be listed successful merging of schools in the proces5 of re- 

i 
1 

structuring for the Junior Sccondary and Senior Sccondary Schools; 
successful workshops on continuous assessmc 1 the 1 
construction of additional classrooms and esy of 
Parent-Teacher Associations (PTAs). 

Another achievement is the construction and standard~sation of 
i 

some tesfs, attitude inventories, and interest scalcs undcr the 
auspices of the Guidance and Counseling Unit of the Fcdcral 1 
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Yic Ed~lcation: TI jucation, an 
amalgam of objectives ~ ~ I L J I U ~ , ~  ,,...nary and secondary 

education, have been broken down to show short-term and long-term. 
obiectives. One quality cf the objectives is that they are practical and 
focussed and thus fulf111 the criterion of meaningfdness because the 
objectives derive from nee& in, the true sense of the word. An 
example of such objectives is: reading with comprehension those 
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things that affect their occupational roles like useful directions, tax 
(JangaliIHaraji) receipts, instruction on health and animal treatment 
and so on. Moreover, with the inclusion of objectives relating to the 
improvement of relationships between the Fulani and their sedentarv 
neighbours, attention is paid to the affect [in right f 
start 

Thc approaches recommended - ~ ~ I I O U I \  ~ypes of scnooE 
dcpe the stage of settlement reached - appear feasible. 
Howl the delineation of roles and responsih~lities, the 
comp of the National Commission may need to be 
re-examined as there is a preponderance of Northern i 
when ~ d s  are located throughout the country, and thi 
to be through the establishment of State Committee 

Tlir. I ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ r ~ n e l  rcquircmcnts indicated are acceptable a 
inst~tutions -- Ahmadu Bello University and the University o 
have heen' idcntified as Nomadic Education Centres. The cur 
indicated raises a question about the need for its discrete 114turr: 

when the current tendency in educatiox :mess in 
learning as can be noted in such approac science, 
integrated social studies, and so a. Thercrc,rc, Inerr. may be thc 
need sider the 1 i for civics and geography. 

Th lo staten indication of any evaluation or 
occas cks and t mnspicuous omission; otherwise, it 
appears that the plans have been well-laid out. Only, in the document 
conta of these (Bhteprint on Nomadic Education), anything 
glarin ng like a political slogan ought to be removed. For 
instanct;, L I I ~  title of the document is: Bluepiinf on 
Ed~tcation: Fuir Deal for fl~e Nomads. The 'fair deal' portion 
to a number of conflicting interpretations and is best deleted. 

With respect to implementation, the programme's advent wds 111 

January 1988, notably in Kano where there*are 14 on-site or moving 
schools and also in Jos where there are some ordinary schools for the 
semi-settled. In other States, the Committees are still working on 
identil census to determine concentrations, routes, 
and 01 ugh implementation is still very young, it is 
not tc LV srarr raising questions about the workability of 
approaches, comparing costs, and nel servic 
performance in order to d reas ra 
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Education of. the Gifted: Providing special education for the gifted is 
one of the greatest challenges to the Nigerian educational system, a 
system which, finds it difficult to provide fully for regular educatian for 
its youth and' learnable adults. .2 lookat the general provisions-infras- 
tructures, laboratory equipment, books, teaching .aids, all either not in 
existence or in deteriorating stags -give proof. Many teachers are not 
helping matters with the routins dull manner in which they go about 
'transmitting' facts or knowledg,e. Many times I wonder how Nigerian 
students have learnt in spite of the system and have risen to become 
experts in various fields. Thty must have been the unidentified 
gifted! 

In the Blueprint on Educaticrt for the Gifted artd Talented Persorts 
prepared by the National Planning Committee on Education. for the 
Gifted and Talented, provisions have been made for defining the 
class of the gifted, approaches for identihing the gifted, the 
curriculum and main.teaching/iearning ap,proaci~es, and preparation 
of personnel. Also included are possible venues for catering to the 
gifted (a separate scnooi, specla unit or class in a school, resource 
roonis.. and facilities in the. regular school and so or.) and plans for 
research on, and evaluation of, the programme. Viewed as a whole, 
the document is compreher~sive (so also are the provisions 
contained) and should be comnlended as such. 

As usual, the stage of imp1c:mentation is a most vital one as the 
elaboratk plans made may be beautifully carried out or marred at 
this level. While I do not lay claim to the details of operation in 
keeping with the chronogram provided by the Committee,a few 
draw-backs have been observed. For instance, it was budgeted that, 
about April 1987, the screening and selection of the top 5% of 
primary school p done in the Local Government Areas and 
that the first set ation workshops and seminars be held. A 
check at a near Ministry of .Education in January, 1989 
revealed that no screening had 1:aken place. 

A few problems may also have emerged, such as la ney to 

conduct the special search envsaged, and discontent i t  was 

considered the hand-picking done by somebody in the ~ e d e r a l  
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lave been 

I preparation required and thereby assist in prosecuting with more 
Ministry of Education to select just ten candidates for a Stale, based vigour and objectivity, improvements in the educational programmes 
on the results of the last National ammon Entrance m i n a t i o n .  

! of the country. Moreover, to Universities and Institutes of Education 
One @P between plan and plan implementation has thus been seen. goes the challenge of providing opportunities for such training. The 

advocate 

This is unfortunate and plan implementen are hereby urged to go 
more by the plans. F Q ~  this special aspect, the multidimensional 
approach to screening, as well as the involvsrnent of schools at the 
Local Government Area and thc State, t 

ways o 
lies and tc 
. Perhaps I 

over-all challenge is for growth and diwlopment for a dynamic 
educational systcm; for, it  should always be borne in mind, progress is 
only possible through evahrarion. 

Summary so Current Programmes, 
From the brief eva otes just concluded, the importance of 

objectives and corres plans can be noted, and the greater 
importance of impler can also be noted. The searcl~ will 
continue f o ~  f helping implernenters genetally to r 
important ro determine to perform the rol.3 adeq 3 
satisfactorily self-discipline IS one main answer. 
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Concludinq Remarks 
In this prescncal :13[1on 10 

educational evaluario~, nas 1JCCn ucscrineu. /zn expranarion has been 
given of the process of evaluation, highlighting the place of formative 
and surnrnative evaluation, and the roles of the insider and the 
outsidcr. Against this knowledge base, some examples of effoits in 
educational evaluation in Nigcria have been cited, including 
instanccs in instructional evaluation, personnel evaluation, and 
programme evaluation. Thus, the objectives stated for the lecture 
have been largely ach- n though in a one-sided manner, that 
is, in relation to the pr s, in, addition to the explanation of the 
concept and descripti mss, a general assessment of efforts, 
especially of educatiom prugrammes has been made. 

There are still more items of unfinished business (for instance, 
Decree 16) currently being analysed and interpreted from many 
angles and view-points. Thus, we must have noted the enormity of 
this special field and the very little that has been done in actual 
practice. Cne challenge is for all general practitioners (that is, 
teachers at all levels) to seek to understand instructional evaluation 
better and to carry it ~ u t  in a comprehensive manner in order ta 
bring about improvement in learning. Another challenge is for more 
specialists to come into the area, subject themselves to the academic 
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